Wordpress updates

- Recent attacks exploited out-of-date themes and vulnerabilities within Wordpress
- Wordpress core updates are now automatic
- You will still need to update plugins and themes

Wordpress administrators:

- Never delete the ISFS admin account
- Administrators must use a UMKC email account for notifications
- Updates are your responsibility
  - Check in weekly to see if there are any updates available
  - Test your site after it has been updated
  - If there are issues, you can contact the IS call center and ask that your site be restored from the backup
  - If Mcom built your theme, let us know and we can take a look
- If you leave or hand off administration to someone else
  - Contact IS at umkwordpress@umkc.edu to let them know who the new administrator is

Coming soon:

- IS will update the info.umkc.edu home page to include information about outages
- IS will be rolling out error pages to provide information when the server is down for maintenance or there is an issue with a site.